07 toyota avalon

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. We price our vehicles lower than market value. We have been in business for over 20
years and maintain 4. We offer financing as well as Cash Payments. We can finance all credit
types with interest rates as low as 3. This vehicle is sold in AS-IS condition, with no warranty or
guarantee either expressed or implied. You will pay all costs for any repairs. The dealer
assumes no responsibility or liability in connection with the sale of this vehicle. We ensure you
get a great deal through market research tools like KBB to find the right price for your vehicle.
Our knowledgeable sales staff have been trained and certified to provide amazing customer
service. All online prices have been reduced by financing incentives and exclude tax, tag, title,
registration fees, governmental fees, reconditioning charges or any additional insurance and
warranty coverage, GAP coverage or fee applicable to the sale of a car. The vehicle must be
financed through Gunther to receive special reduced online price. See dealer for full detail. It is
equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Silver with a Black interior. It is
offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. The following items have been reconditioned on
this vehicle: all new tires and new battery! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. This vehicle has
extremely low mileage on the odometer, so while it's pre-owned, it's practically new. Intricately
stitched leather and ergonomic design seats are among the details in which test drivers say that
Toyota Avalon XLS is in a league of its own Fast? That doesn't even begin to describe it. Get
behind the wheel and take it for a spin to see just what we mean. Nearly every option is packed
into this beautiful ride. More information about the Toyota Avalon: There are few other cars on
the market that boast all of the positive points the Toyota Avalon has to offer. It is one of the
roomiest cars in its market segment, the interior is whisper quiet, and the ride is superb
regardless of whether you are driving on smooth highways or rough roads. Finally, Toyota's
vaulted engineering prowess has made the Avalon one of the more reliable vehicles on the
market. This model sets itself apart with comfortable ride, Roomy interior, near-silent interior,
almost Lexus quality, and Toyota reliability. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. Want a fair price? We have it and can prove it! At Stokes Toyota Beaufort we
use independent third party software that polls over 20, pre-owned websites every hour to
ensure that every single customer receives real-time Value Pricing on every pre-owned vehicle
we sell. All of our pre-owned vehicles are discounted several percent below current market
values and are offered to you at our lowest price. Stokes Toyota Beaufort we think of you as
family you will get a Carfax vehicle history report and. Call us with any new or used vehicle
need; No Accidents! Service Records Available! Leather Seats! Portable Audio Connection!
Satellite Radio! Driver's Memory Seat! Multi-zone Climate Control! Power Rear Sunshade!
Premium Wheels! Safety and Emissions Tested! Free Car Washes for Life! Find out more at
Enjoy upfront pricing and interact with non-commission product specialists for a pressure free
deal. Free car washes for as long as you own your vehicle. Recent Arrival! Our sales staff will
help you find that new or used car you have been searching for. For years, our financial staff at
Jim Coleman Toyota has offered expert advice for those seeking a great Toyota car loan or
lease. Our service doesn't stop there. Bethesda customers can come in and take advantage of
our knowledgeable car repair technicians and a fully-stocked inventory of Toyota car parts. You
can reach Jim Coleman any time by filling out our contact form, by calling us or simply visiting
our dealership. This vehicle is in immaculate condition free of problems! This toyota is not only
reliable but affordable! This warranty is valid in all fifty states. While we make every effort to
ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the options or
vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources. Dealer
cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. See Dealer for details. Steering
wheel-mounted audio controls and dual-zone climate control are standard. At Mac Haik Toyota,
each of our pre-owned vehicles undergo a detailed vehicle inspection before offering them to
the public for sale. Please ask your sales associate for a copy of the results from the service
inspection. The ultrarefined Avalon is about as good as it gets. You'll find an extensive
selection of pre-owned vehicles in our inventory. Whether you are looking for a reliable
"daily-driver" or a vehicle suitable for the entire family, we have a substantial selection of cars
for every transportation need. Our expert staff is committed to assisting you with an experience
which is both comfortable and efficient. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine
configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine
configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to
purchase. Ask for details! We have over cars and trucks for you to choose from. Ask about our
Guaranteed pre-approval. Priced to sell this Toyota Avalon XL will not last long!!!! We are open

and ready to serve you! Shop safely and conveniently from the comfort of your home! Contact
us today to schedule a virtual walkaround. Local home delivery is now available! Silver Toyota
Avalon XL 3. Odometer is miles below market average! Please call us at to schedule a test drive.
Se Hablo Espanol! While great effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the information on this
site, errors do occur such as trim level, bed size, options. Please verify all information with a
customer service representative. At Thompson Lexus of Willow Grove we strive to offer our
guests a superior experience in shopping for a pre-owned vehicle. The Thompson Difference is
that we thoroughly inspect, select and recondition our pre-owned cars and SUVs to the highest
standards. We accomplish this by looking into a vehicle's Past, Present and Future. Past; How
was this vehicle serviced and cared for by it's previous owner s? Present; What steps can we
take to Recondition this vehicle both mechanically and cosmetically to the highest standards of
our guests? Future; How can we ensure our clients will have only positive experiences with
service and repairs down the road. Call us or stop by our store today to learn more about the
Thompson Difference! Trust comes standard at Thompson. We won't meet your automotive
needs Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders 4 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Check
Availability. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This is the
most disappointing car I've ever owned. Although it's comfortable, quiet, roomy and has a great
stereo, it's had 3 recalls. Other than the notorious gas pedal problem, it also has a recall on a
defective oil supply line going to the valves. If this bursts like mine did you may very well
destroy your engine and the only warning you will get is the sound of your engine seizing up!
The transmission is jerky but no recall for that yet. If you already own one of these cars, call
your dealer NOW and tell them you want the oil supply line replaced at once for free or you'll be
very sorry. They will not warn you about this problem ahead of time by sending you a letter so
call today. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Paul is an honest, trustworthy person. He continues to work with me with
no pressure. I am currently getting over Covid, he is patiently working and waiting and coming
up with a solution so I can purchase his vehicle. He has my vote!!!! Paul truly is a dealer to
purchase a prime vehicle from. Great customer service! Extremely helpful will definitely from
this dealership again!! Three days after purchase Very helpful staff including Bryon, Ryan, and
the kind front desk staff. I flew in to purchase the vehicle after corresponding for a day or so.
Contact Bryon for helpâ€”was a pleasure to work with. Highly recommend. I've had service
done at this dealer, that experience was a great one. Sales dept is very informative, and helpful,
but prices seem to be on the high side. I'm very picky when picking a car. These guys were so
helpful and thorough. I love this Lexus I purchased from them. It had good mileage plus they
have their own mechanic team to check out the car and do any repairs when I purchased. They
are a family owned business and made me feel really welcomed. I trusted them instantly and
would refer any of my family or friends to them. Overall great experience! Spend two days at a
different dealership getting the run around. Went to reliable autos and was in and out with
everything taken care of. Great deal, reliable car, they make everything so simple for you, from
sales to registration, inspection etc. Very pleased overall and drove home a vehicle I absolutely
love. Ali was extremely nice and accommodating. The van was in great condition just as the
listing described. So of course, I bought it. Ali was very thorough during the entire buying
process and I would recommend anyone to choose Reliable Auto when looking for a used car. I
could not have asked for a better experience. He responded very quick. The car was exactly
what the description was. There was no hassle, and he was extremely helpful. I left that day with
a great car. I was contacted and asked the gentleman many questions, but some he could not
answer. Buyer beware. If I could give 0 stars I would. When I asked about it, and said I wanted to
see the paper I signed. They called me a liar and claimed that all signed paperwork was
Shredded as soon as a deal was finalized. Do not trust them! Michael Dennis has been
extremely helpful and welcoming and not at all pushy. I hate car shopping and he has no made
the experience easier. Prompt reply. Was very upfront that there was already a buyer
undergoing financing approval. Appreciated their candor. Friendly, helpful staff ready to answer
any and all questions, while solving any problems that may arise! Alysa who processes all your
paperwork is a master problem solver! I highly recommend this dealer. The seller was
nice,willing to work with me on price and let me take truck for inspection. I would go back.
Ramin was very helpful and professional. He wasn't like most Car dealers , who give one price
and then you show up and it's another price. I would recommend, Car Facts Inc, to my family
and friends. Jennifer medina was exceptional!! She didn't actually help find anything! But she

responded which is awesome in my books. They were on their game no doubt. Terrible
experience. Told us car was available, only to drive 1 hour from Boston and be told it was sold.
The dealer was polite, but the Toyota Camry wasn't ready to be driven when I arrived. The
vehicle wasn't ready to be test driven and the dealer stated that there was problems with the
steering. In addition, the interior of the car was very dirty and smelled of cigarettes. It looked
like the car hadn't been cleaned or even prepped in any way prior to my arrival. To be honest,
the place looked a lot dumpier than the pictures would have you believed and I wouldn't
recommend going there. The Avalon continues as the flagship of the Toyota family. The full-size
luxury sedan was introduced in , and it is now in its third generation. The original Avalon filled
the void left by the Toyota Cressida, but this new model had evolved beyond its predecessor in
all respects. The Avalon was larger, more powerful, and better equipped than the Cressida. The
Avalon line begins with the XL, but even this base model is considerably well appointed. The XL
includes automatic climate control, power seats, and a CD player. The seconding tier is the
Avalon Touring, which features a sport-tuned suspension, standard leather seats, and inches
wheels. The XLS will add a few additional features, like a six-disc CD changer, moon roof, and
heated mirrors. The Limited trim brings the Avalon into Lexus territory, adding memory seats,
heating and cooling seat features, wood trim, JBL audio, and and keyless start. The XLS and
Limited also have a larger selection of options. Every Toyota Avalon uses the same engine: a 3.
This TRD technology boosts horsepower while lower emissions and fuel consumption. The
pound Avalon speeds from 0 to 60 mph in just under seven seconds, thanks to horsepower and
pound-feet of torque. Toyota will not include the new six-speed automatic transmission found in
the Tundra pickup, but the 5-speed will utilize the same ECT-i and sequential shift system. All
Avalons are front wheel drive. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota Avalon listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
Authorized Toyota Dealer. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Victoria. Tuscaloosa, AL Message
Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? It was also
produced in Australia from April until June , when it was replaced in November by the Aurion.
The first production Avalon rolled off the TMMK assembly line in Georgetown, Kentucky , in
September , [3] and subsequent generations have all been manufactured at the Kentucky
location to date. Toyota marketed the Avalon as a replacement for the Cressida , a model
discontinued for the American market in While the Cressida was an upper-level midsize
rear-wheel drive car with a straight-six engine , the Avalon is front-wheel drive, powered by a V6
engine. In recent years, there has been considerable overlapping with its platform mates, the
Camry V6 and the Lexus ES , although the third-generation Avalon was distinguished by
offering extra legroom. Avalon is a legendary island featured in the Arthurian legend , fitting it in
with Toyota's tradition of naming their sedans the word for "crown" in various languages Crown
, Corona , Camry , Corolla , types of crowns Tiara , or other things associated with royalty
Scepter. The Avalon was a new model introduced in February at the Chicago International Auto
Show and launched in late for the model year. Development began in under the T project code
ending in , with the design phase concluding in with internal approval of the final design.
Design patents were filed with the Japanese Patent Office on 17 February , under patent number
Toyota first introduced the "Avalon" name on a concept convertible sedan at the Tokyo Auto
Show. The Avalon was available with a front bench seat for six-passenger seating, and its
column shifter was the first such feature in an American Toyota car since the T series Corona.
Traction control was optional. In for the model year a mid-cycle refresh was introduced with
minor updates to the front and rear fascias. Also for , the Avalon's structure was modified to
improve safety [ citation needed ] while front seat-mounted side airbags became standard. The
first-generation Avalon was also sold in Japan vehicles were made in the United States and
exported to Japan as a right-hand drive model, and was exclusive to Toyopet Store locations. In
Japan, it was the largest front-wheel drive sedan at Toyopet Store locations, and was sold
alongside the front-engine, rear-drive Toyota Celsior , and was available in 3. In Japan it was
classified as a luxury car and so carried an expensive, yearly road tax because of Japanese
government dimension regulations that placed it in the "large car" category and its, by
Japanese standards, large engine displacement. In , Toyota transferred the old tooling for the

Avalon to Toyota Australia , which launched this Avalon as an "all-new" model in June The new
Australian Avalon had an identical body to the original Avalon. The Camry was also made at this
plant. The Avalon was front-wheel drive and available only as a sedan with a 3. Toyota had
originally decided to rename the Avalon as the Centaur for the Australian market, after the
mythological creature of the same name. However, the Australian hospital ship AHS Centaur
had been torpedoed and sunk by a Japanese submarine during World War II and when Toyota
Australia was made aware of this prior to the release of the car, they organised for the Centaur
badges to be destroyed and removed the offending nameplate from all paperwork and
advertising. As a result, the original "Avalon" name prevailed for the Australian market. Many
buyers preferred the V6-powered Camry instead of the Avalon, and the facelift failed to rectify
the lower than expected sales, [22] with many criticizing the new front styling. Because of these
sales concerns, Toyota Australia marketed it towards taxi fleets , against the Ford Falcon , with
a specially developed dual-fuel LPG and gasoline -compatible engine. It was intended for
production, but Toyota of Australia could not get approval from the parent company. The
second-generation Avalon grew larger in almost every respect, except wheelbase. It was still
based on the stretched Camry platform and was powered by a 3. Standard features include
electroluminescent Optitron gauges, 4-wheel disc ABS , front torso side airbags and 15" alloy
wheels. Optional were a JBL audio system, a navigation system , Vehicle Stability Control , and
a front row bench seat, allowing up to six passengersâ€”a characteristic of large sized cars.
However the front center seat is a tight fit for an adult passenger. Dual climate control, larger
16" wheels, and driver's and passenger's power seats were also available. This
second-generation Avalon also featured a built-in V AC power inverter, the first car with such a
feature. This was dropped in the third-generation Avalon; yet, the Toyota Matrix , Sienna , and
Scion models now offer such an inverter. The Avalon received a mid-cycle facelift for the model
year, with a new grille and modified headlights and taillights. The minor interior changes
included a woodgrain-style trimmed steering wheel for the XLS, slightly modified gauges, and a
chrome emblem steering wheel added onto the XL once only standard for the XLS. Some of the
optional equipment installed in the Pronard, to enhance its luxury, was the TEMS ride control
technology. Due to poor sales, Toyota did not export the third-generation Avalon to Japan; thus,
the Toyota Pronard has been discontinued. There was no Australian production or sales of this
or later models. It went on sale in February Toyota reportedly cut the Avalon's production
development time down from The redesign dropped the front bench seat option, a feature once
common among large American sedans such as Buicks and Cadillacs , and featured a semi-flat
rear floor to help increase rear passenger comfort. The engine was mated to a 5-speed
sequential shift automatic. Actual power output did not change. The XL model included 16"
alloy wheels, while other trims came with larger 17" wheels. Performance-oriented tires were
fitted to the Touring and Limited trims. The XL included dual-climate automatic temperature
controls and steering wheel-mounted audio and climate controls. The Touring trim offered faux
aluminum and all-black leather interior, a sport-tuned suspension, unique powder-coated gray
wheels, and a trunk lip-mounted spoiler. The XLS introduced standard cargo nets, six-disc CD
changer, a power sliding-glass moonroof, electrochromic auto dimming rear-view and driver's
side-view mirrors, four-way passenger power seat and a HomeLink transceiver. The high-end
Limited trim offered air-ventilated seats with a power driver's seat cushion length adjuster,
Toyota's Smart Key System with keyless push-button start and entry, a quieter acoustic
windshield, rain-sensing windshield wipers, an upgraded speaker JBL audio system, "in-glass"
LED turn signals on the side mirrors and a wood-trimmed steering wheel and shift gear lever. A
navigation system was optional for every trim level other than the XL version. The Avalon had a
flat rear floor design and reclining rear seats. Vehicle Stability Control was optional on all trim
levels. HID lighting with auto-leveling was standard on Touring and Limited grades. The model
year Avalon released in received a mild facelift. Rear taillights received subtle tinting, and the
front fascia was redesigned. Other changes included a six-speed automatic transmission,
chrome exterior door handles for the "Limited" trim, restyled alloy wheels for the "Touring" and
"XLS" trims, a built-in remote key, upgraded rear brakes, and Bluetooth integration with all JBL
Synthesis audio systems. The model year Avalon offered a few changes: Vehicle Stability
Control [VSC] became standard on all trim levels, and the Touring version was no longer
offered. The Avalon went on sale in April , for the model year, with revised styling and only two
trim lines: a base Avalon model and a more upscale Limited trim. A backup camera became
standard using either the rear view mirror or navigation screen for a display, and exterior side
mirrors with integrated turn signals now folded in. The updated navigation system now had
real-time traffic updates. Other changes included a redesigned instrument cluster and center
console, new wood-style trim, new sheetmetal, and a different rear and front fascia design. The
revised Avalon had a new brake-override control. It had an improved suspension system and a

speaker JBL Synthesis system which was only available on the Limited trim. Other exterior
differences on the Limited included HID projector headlamps. The Avalon came standard with
anti-lock brakes , electronic brakeforce distribution , brake assist , dual front airbags , front row
side torso airbags , front and rear side curtain airbags , and a driver's knee airbag. For models
Vehicle Stability Control , traction control became standard while active head restraints were
added. In , the Star Safety System was added for the model year. The Avalon was subject to the
Toyota vehicle recalls. The model year also received the "Top Safety Pick " recommendation.
Car and Driver , which had called previous Avalons "Japanese Buicks ," rated it at the top of a
group of large premium sedans in The interior controls have tap touch technology instead of
buttons. In June , Toyota announced the Avalon would offer a hybrid powertrain. The hybrid
gasoline-electric model of the model year Avalon uses the revised version of Toyota's Hybrid
Synergy Drive power train, similar to the one powering the model year Camry Hybrid. The U. The
hybrid version went on sale in the United States in December Jump terminal or jump post for
the hybrid model is no longer located under the hood. The starting battery must be directly
jumped from the trunk. If a dead battery is encountered a reach from the rear middle armrest
area to the manual trunk release is accessed inside the trunk. It includes a supercharged 3. The
model year HV Edition is based on the hybrid model. The model year DUB Edition includes
inch-deep concave custom made satin black TIS wheels with Pirelli tires, lower sport
suspension, custom body kit, tinted windows, taillights, emblems and plush diamond patterned
suede seats. It was built by DUB Magazine. In , for the model year, the Avalon received a facelift
which was first shown at the February Chicago Auto Show. Changes include a new front grille,
updated suspension to improve ride comfort, revised wheel designs, and standard Toyota
Safety Sense P. It has two Toyota firsts: Apple CarPlay [62] and an optional adaptive
suspension found in the Touring trim. In addition to making Android Auto standard on newly
built models, Toyota dealers in the United States and Canada offered a free dealer-installed
software update for owners of Avalon models to enable this feature. The same free update was
also offered to owners of the Toyota Camry. Four engine choices, shared with the Camry, are
offered: a 2. Also, the model year Avalon gets an standard Android Auto and the XSE
Nightshade trim level with black wheels, accents and badges. For the hybrid, the nickel-metal
hydride battery was replaced by more compact lithium-ion battery pack. Unlike the model year
Camry which receives a Toyota Safety Sense 2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For
other uses, see Avalon disambiguation. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive
â€”present Front-engine, four-wheel-drive â€”present [2]. Toyota Cressida Toyota Vienta
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Crown S China. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota Avalon. Kei car. Pixis Epoch
LA Pixis Space L Subcompact car. Porte AP Aygo AB Duet M Passo AC Etios AK Starlet P Yaris
XP Soluna L Vios XP Sprinter Carib L FunCargo XP Ractis XP Compact car. Corolla Axio E Allex
E Auris E Corolla FX E Corolla RunX E Prius XW Compact luxury car. Altezza XE Blade E Sai
AZK Brevis XG Compact wagon. Corolla Van wagon E Corolla Fielder E Sprinter Carib E Altezza
Gita XE Nadia XN Opa XT Carina Surf T Caldina T Mid-size car. Corona T Premio T Camry Solara
XV Avensis T Camry XV Windom XV Aurion XV Mark X X Aristo S Mirai JPD Mid-size wagon.
Mark II Wagon X Mark II Blit X Camry Gracia XV Full-size car. Avalon XX Crown S Crown Majesta
S Celsior XF Century G Sport compact car. Celica A Celica T Curren T Carina A Cavalier TJG
Carina T Allion T Carina ED T Zelas AT Sports car. Celica Supra A Supra A Grand tourer. Soarer
Z MR2 W MR-S W Crown Comfort XS Limited edition. Sera EXY Classic YN Origin JCG
Non-Toyota platform. Yaris Sedan. Tercel 4WD Wagon. Yaris Liftback. Corolla FX. Camry Solara.
Sport compact. Paseo C. Celica Supra. MR2 Spyder. C Vehicles exclusive to Canada. Yaris
Sedan M. Yaris HB M. Yaris Liftback C. Prius c. Prius c M. Corolla iM. Corolla Hatchback. Prius
Plug-in Hybrid. Prius Prime. Prius v. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
1997 chevy s10 seat covers
2003 subaru forester service manual
jeep cherokee starter wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

